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More Eric Meyer on CSSNew Riders Publishing, 2004

	More Valuable CSS Projects from the Master-Eric Meyer!


	Just like its predecessor, this book takes a hands-on approach to teaching CSS. Through ten all new projects, Eric Meyer continues to instruct CSS devotees on how to make CSS work to solve their design challenges. Projects include converting and...
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Pro ASP.NET 3.5 in C# 2008: Includes Silverlight 2, Third EditionApress, 2009
ASP.NET 3.5 is the latest version of Microsoft’s revolutionary ASP.NET technology. It is the principal standard for creating dynamic web pages on the Windows platform. Pro ASP.NET 3.5 in C# 2008 raises the bar for high–quality, practical advice on learning and deploying Microsoft’s dynamic web solution.
This new...
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Principal Component Analysis (Springer Series in Statistics)Springer, 2002

	 The first edition of this book was the first comprehensive text written solely on principal component analysis. The second edition updates and substantially expands the original version, and is once again the definitive text on the subject. It includes core material, current research and a wide range of applications. Its length is...
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Photoshop CS2 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
9 books in 1 — your key to fantastic Photoshop results!
Your one-stop, full-color guide to image editing success      

Photoshop has become the industry standard because it's really that good. But it's also that big. Dividing all that information into nine handy minibooks lets you find what you want when you want it —...
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Excel VBA Programming For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2004
Having Excel and just using it for standard spreadsheets is a little like getting the ultimate cable system and a 50” flat panel plasma HDTV and using it exclusively to watch Lawrence Welk reruns. With Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programming, you can take advantage of numerous Excel options such as: creating new worksheet functions;...
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Psychological Types (Collected Works of C.G. Jung Vol.6)Princeton Press, 1976
One of the most important of Jung's longer works, and probably the most famous of his books, Psychological Types appeared in German in 1921 after a "fallow period" of eight years during which Jung had published little. He called it "the fruit of nearly twenty years' work in the domain of practical psychology," and in...
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Image Registration: Principles, Tools and Methods (Advances in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2012


	Image registration is the process of finding correspondence between all points in

	two images of a scene. This correspondence is required in stereo depth perception,

	3-D scene reconstruction, object detection and recognition, change detection, image

	fusion, object tracking and motion analysis. Analysis of two or more images of a...
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Professional ASP.NET 3.5: In C# and VB (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional ASP.NET 3.5 In C# and VB    

    ASP.NET 3.5 brings the power of Visual Studio 2008 along with the multitude of language improvements in C# 2008 and Visual Basic 2008 as well as powerful new technology called LINQ, together with the ASP.NET 2.0 Framework you already know and love. Combine all this with the...
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Robert B. Parker's Kickback (Spenser)Putnam Adult, 2016

	PI Spenser, knight-errant of the Back Bay, returns in this stellar New York Times–bestselling addition to the iconic series from author Ace Atkins.

	 

	What started out as a joke landed seventeen-year-old Dillon Yates in a lockdown juvenile facility in Boston Harbor. When he set up a prank Twitter...
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Network Security ArchitecturesCisco Press, 2004
Written by the principal architect of the original Cisco  Systems SAFE Security Blueprint, Network Security  Architectures is your comprehensive how-to guide to designing and  implementing a secure network. Whether your background is security or  networking, you can use this book to learn how to...
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Built to Learn: The Inside Story of How Rockwell Collins Became a True Learning OrganizationAMACOM, 2003
While many companies have trouble measuring the effectiveness of their learning and development efforts, the picture at Rockwell Collins is crystal clear. In the span of just three years, Rockwell went from having a traditional (and characteristically drab) training program to possessing a dynamic, strategically aligned initiative featuring...
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Pro Excel Financial Modeling: Building Models for Technology StartupsApress, 2009
Learn the business thinking behind financial modeling and execute what you know effectively using Microsoft Excel. Many believe that sales and profitability projections shown in financial models are the keys to success in attracting investors. The truth is that investors will come up with their own projections. The investor wants to understand the...
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